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There is a significant drive to identify a unified emission mechanism hidden behind carbon nanodots

(CDs) to attain reliable control over their photoluminescence properties. This issue is addressed here by

investigating the fluorescence response of citric acid and urea-based nitrogen doped carbon nanodots

(NCDs) towards transition metal ions in solutions of different polarities/viscosities/hydrogen bonding

strengths. The photoluminescence from NCDs upon excitation at 400 nm is quenched by metal ions

such as chromium(VI), ruthenium(III) and iron(III) in two different polar solvents, protic water and aprotic di-

methylsulphoxide (DMSO). This amplified luminescence quenching in polar solutions showed significant

static quenching contributions. The quenching phenomenon highly depends on the excitation wave-

length and solvent environment. The fluorescence quenching sequence reveals that pyridinic nitrogen-

bases have a dominant influence on J-like emissive aggregates of NCDs. Similarly, oxygen-containing

functional groups play a significant role in constructing H-aggregates of NCDs. The most intense emission

is contributed by the J-like assembly of H-aggregates.

1. Introduction

The use of carbon nanodots (CDs) for biological, opto-

electronic and energy-related applications has matured rapidly

over the past decade.1 These luminescent materials are

a boon to photonics research in the world because of

their unique properties, namely room temperature phos-

phorescence, chirality and thermally activated delayed

fluorescence.1–5 Biocompatible CDs synthesised through easy

and cheap methods overcome many drawbacks of traditional

organic dyes and semiconductor quantum dots.3 Unlike con-

ventional fluorescent materials, the emission wavelength of

CDs varies substantially with the excitation wavelength, while

it remains constant in some cases.6 Similarly, the sensitivity of

CD fluorescence towards metal ions has undergone extensive

investigation and various interpretations have been presented

to accommodate diverse results.7 Gradual quenching of

CD fluorescence in the presence of increasing metal ion con-

centration has been the most usual incident.8–10 In contrast,

fluorescence enhancement in the presence of Ag+ has also

been reported.11 In addition, luminescent CDs are highly

soluble in polar solvents like water and they exhibit

solvatochromism.12–14 Consequently, the identification of a

unanimous emission mechanism for CDs has continued to be

a puzzle to date and this hinders reliable control over CD fluo-

rescence in visible or near-infrared regions.

Copious efforts are made to identify the unified mechanism

behind the anomalous fluorescence behaviour of CDs.15

Mostly, CDs are visualised as quasi-spherical carbon nano-

particles (∼1–10 nm).1 CDs feature an amorphous or nano-

crystalline sp2 carbon core implanted on the sp3 carbon back-

bone and a high density of polar functional groups on the

surface imparting high hydrophilicity to CDs.16 The polar/

hydrophilic functional groups (e.g., polyphenol, alcohol, car-

boxyl, and carbonyl) on the surface of CDs vary with synthetic

routes and precursors.1 The fluorescence of CDs is ascribed to

the luminescent electronic transition within the quantum-con-

fined carbon core, surface defects or molecular fluorophores
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attached on the surface or in the interior of CDs.17 To our curi-

osity, several research reports since 2013 identified traces of

molecular fluorophores (e.g., 2-pyridone derivatives such as

citrazinic acid) in the reaction product obtained while follow-

ing bottom-up synthetic routes to CDs (mostly, pyrolysis of

molecular precursors), particularly in the case of citric acid

derived nitrogen doped carbon nanodots (NCDs).2,18,19

Demchenko et al. proposed to extend Michael Kasha’s ‘J- and

H-like aggregate model’ for conventional molecular fluoro-

phores to the photophysics of CDs in 2016 so that substantial

attention is paid towards this concept in contemporary

research on CDs.6,12,15,20,21 Kumbhakar’s group tried to ration-

alise excitation dependent emission as well as the commonly

observed disparity between absorption and excitation spectra

of CDs using this J- and H-aggregate model.6,12 Our group has

validated the emissive aggregate model by monitoring the exci-

tation dependent emission of NCDs in different polar sol-

vents.21 We found evidence of J-aggregates, H-aggregates, and

JH-aggregate species of NCDs even in very dilute solutions.

Still, several authors deviate from the emissive aggregate

model of CDs.22 So a clear investigation of molecular fluo-

rescence and aggregate behaviour hidden behind CDs is

required.

Transition metal ions are reactive towards surface func-

tional groups of CDs which is evident from numerous fluo-

rescence quenching/enhancement studies on CDs.7 The emis-

sive species and the quencher should be in close proximity to

facilitate quenching.23 Classically, fluorescence quenching is a

widely adopted technique to analyse structural aspects of the

fluorophore as well as energy/electron transfer interactions

within fluorescent materials.23–26 A careful analysis of the

quenching trend of NCDs gives an idea about the availability

of emission centres to the quencher thereby providing a hint

on the location of the emissive species within the NCD

system.23 A linear Stern–Völmer plot is an indication of a

single class of emissive species whereas an upward curving

Stern–Völmer plot represents combined static and dynamic

quenching.23,24 Super quenching or amplified quenching is

observed in the case of an exponential Stern–Völmer plot.23–26

Amplified quenching is strong evidence of aggregate for-

mation, ion-pairing between the fluorophore and oppositely

charged quencher and long distance migration of the exciton

within the fluorescent material.24,26 Similarly, dynamic and

static quenching can be differentiated by their varying depen-

dency on viscosity.23 Moreover, metal ions and solvent

polarity/viscosity can be judiciously used for the modulation

of J-/H-emissive aggregates of NCDs.20,27,28 In this direction,

monitoring of transition metal ion-induced quenching of

NCDs in two different solutions of different viscosities can

definitely discriminate the J- and H-aggregate behaviour of

NCDs in polar solvents.20,23,27 Consequently, a clear picture of

the structural attributes of NCD aggregates can be obtained.

Hence, we report the photophysical characterisation and tran-

sition metal ion-induced fluorescence quenching properties of

hydrophilic citric acid derived NCDs in two polar solvents of

varying viscosities – water and dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO).

2. Results and discussion

NCDs were synthesised by pyrolysis of citric acid and urea

using a microwave-assisted hydrothermal method described

elsewhere.29 The detailed procedure is given in the ESI.†

The synthesised NCDs were fully characterised by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and

dynamic light scattering (DLS) techniques. TEM images of an

aqueous dispersion of NCDs revealed the formation of spheri-

cal nanoparticles of around 3 to 5 nm (Fig. S1A in the ESI†).

The size of nanoparticles increased to the 6 to 10 nm range

upon dispersing NCDs in the DMSO medium (Fig. S1B in the

ESI†). However, TEM images of NCDs in both solvents showed

certain mesoscopic ribbon-like structures (Fig. S1C and D in

the ESI†). These monolayer sheets resemble H-like aggregates

as predicted by Demchenko et al.15 This observation is consist-

ent with the findings of Kumbhakar’s group who portrayed

H-aggregates of CDs in their TEM images.6,12 XPS confirmed

the presence of N-heterocycles (pyridine or pyrrole) along with

ketone, alcohol, sp3 C–C bonds, amides/amines and carboxy-

late groups (Fig. S2 in the ESI†). The aqueous NCD samples

displayed characteristic FTIR peaks at 1717.5 cm−1 (COO–

stretching), 1635.5 cm−1 (CvO stretching of amides),

1475.3 cm−1 (CvC stretching of aromatics), 1363.6 cm−1 (O–H

deformation of phenol) and 1080.4 cm−1 (vC–O stretching of

phenols) along with a broad band at approximately

3700–2800 cm−1 (with peaks at 3490.9 cm−1, 3364.2 cm−1 and

3271.1 cm−1 for N–H stretching of aromatic amines, O–H

stretching of phenol/alcohol, and N–H stretching of amides,

respectively) (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). Many of these IR peaks

with minor spectral shifts can be rediscovered in the IR spec-

trum of the NCD dispersion in the DMSO medium also. Thus,

the FTIR spectrum and XPS data unanimously established the

co-existence of heterocyclic aromatic units (such as citrazinic

acid) with other polar functional groups on the NCD surface,

an observation similar to previous reports by many research

groups.12,19 However, these polar surface functional groups

cumulatively contribute a neutral surface potential of +2.1 mV

at pH 4 (Fig. S4A†). This neutral surface charge and polar func-

tional groups can facilitate self-assembly (or aggregation) of

NCDs in polar solvents like water which is expressed as the

large hydrodynamic diameter of NCDs at all tested pH values

(Fig. S4B–D†).12

The photophysical properties of the NCD dispersion in

aqueous and DMSO medium were then thoroughly investi-

gated using fluorescence and UV-visible absorption spec-

troscopy. As reported in the previous article elucidating exci-

tation dependent emission of NCDs in aqueous solution,29,30

the maximum emission band of NCDs in DMSO medium

shifts as the excitation wavelength changes (Fig. S5A and

S5B†). This suggests superposition of various emissive species.

The most intense emission is observed upon excitation at

400 nm in the DMSO medium. Then we keenly observed the

fluorescence spectral shift by varying the NCD concentration.

Fig. S5C† shows the luminescence spectra at different NCD
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concentrations in DMSO with excitation at 400 nm. The fluo-

rescence spectra demonstrate a slight increase in the intensity

and a redshift in the emission maximum with an increase in

the concentration up to ∼2.52 mg mL−1 (Fig. S5C†). As the con-

centration increases further, the fluorescence intensity

decreases with a redshift. Likewise, the fluorescence of the

NCD dispersion in an aqueous medium with excitation at

400 nm follows a similar trend and attains the maximum

intensity at a concentration of ∼3.76 mg mL−1 (Fig. S5D†).

Sequentially, we observed fluorescence excitation and fluo-

rescence emission of NCDs in water (∼6 mg mL−1) and DMSO

(∼3 mg mL−1) (see Fig. S6A†). The fluorescence excitation/

emission spectra of NCD blueshift broaden and intensify as

the solvent changes from water to DMSO. But the absorbance

spectra (Fig. S6B†) undergo a blueshift of ∼23 nm with a sig-

nificant increase in absorbance with an increase in solvent

polarity from DMSO to water (i.e., NCDs exhibit negative solva-

tochromism).23 Consequently, we monitored the time depen-

dence of the fluorescence spectra of NCDs. Fig. S7† shows the

fluorescence emission spectra of NCDs measured after

different periods of storage in a sealed beaker at room temp-

erature with sufficient exposure to room light and air. With the

increase in the storage time, the fluorescence intensity of the

aqueous NCD dispersion declines with a redshift. This implies

an increased H-character (suppression of fluorescence with a

redshift) of aqueous NCD samples on storage. In contrast, the

NCD dispersion in the DMSO medium exhibits a slight blue-

shift in association with diminishing fluorescence intensity on

storage. These features are hallmarks of emissive aggregates of

NCDs in polar solvents like water or DMSO as reported

previously.12,20 But these irregular fluorescence spectral shifts

upon excitation at 400 nm cannot be explained by the involve-

ment of simple H-aggregate or J-aggregates alone. Therefore,

we suspected that a competition between J-favouring inter-

actions and H-favouring interactions occurred inside the emis-

sive aggregates of NCDs on changing the solvent polarity, con-

centration or storage time with excitation at 400 nm.20 This

predicts the existence of JH-aggregates of NCDs which are

stimulated upon excitation at 400 nm.20,31

In previous studies,7,30 we and others have shown that the

addition of transition metal ions like Fe3+ to an aqueous NCD

dispersion leads to aggregation and fluorescence quenching.

To gain more insight into this phenomenon in NCDs, initial

studies focus on the fluorescence spectral behaviour of NCDs

upon the addition of prominent transition metal ions [Cr3+,

Cr6+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Fe3+, Ru3+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Ag+, Zn2+, Cd2+,

Hg2+, and Pb2+] in aqueous and DMSO solution under

ambient oxygen conditions (Fig. 1). As expected, different

metal ions vary considerably in their ability to quench NCD

fluorescence. The role of dynamic and static quenching can be

distinguished by a quantitative comparison of relative fluo-

rescence quenching in two solvents of different viscosities.23

Generally, a highly viscous medium (here, it is DMSO; see

Table S1†) strengthens a weak ground state complex formed

during static quenching. This effect is clear from the higher

quenching efficiency of Cr3+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Cd2+,

Pb2+ and Hg2+ in DMSO solution than in aqueous solution. In

contrast, dynamic quenching due to weak quenchers may be

hindered in solvents of higher viscosity (i.e., DMSO). This

phenomenon is manifested by weak quenching efficiency of

Ag+ and Co2+ (i.e., quenching by the external heavy atom effect)

in the DMSO medium as compared to the aqueous medium.

Herein, we focus mostly on the fluorescence quenching experi-

ments with Cr6+, Fe3+, and Ru3+, which led to the most pro-

nounced quenching.

Next, Stern–Völmer fluorescence quenching experiments

were carried out on NCDs in aqueous solution (pH 4) using

Cr6+, Fe3+, and Ru3+ as quenchers (excitation wavelength =

400 nm). The NCD concentration was 6 mg mL−1 in water. The

aqueous NCD dispersion emits at around 491 nm upon exci-

tation at 400 nm. As shown in Fig. 2, the fluorescence intensity

decreased in the sequence of Ru3+ > Cr6+ > Fe3+. Unlike other

Fig. 1 The comparison of the fluorescence quenching effect on nitro-

gen doped carbon nanodots (NCDs) after the addition of different metal

ions in: (A) aqueous solution and (B) DMSO solution. The concentration

of metal ions except for Ru3+ in aqueous solution is 3225.8 µM. The

concentration of Ru3+ in aqueous solution is 1549.0 µM. The concen-

tration of metal ions except for Cr6+ and Ru3+ in the DMSO solution is

2597.4 µM. The concentration of Cr6+ in the DMSO solution is

1315.7 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ in the DMSO solution is

657.89 µM.
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metal ions, Ru3+ induced quenching retains the symmetrical

Gaussian shape of the photoluminescence spectrum even at

maximum quenching. The higher quenching effect of Ru3+

can be correlated to the higher affinity of Ru3+ to N-containing

bases like pyridine [hard and soft (Lewis) acid and base

concept]. Upon analysing this sequence, we realized that Cr6+

and Fe3+ are more sensitive towards oxygen-containing func-

tional groups than nitrogen bases (see Scheme 1). In addition,

Cr6+ possesses a higher positive charge density than Fe3+. The

observed quenching trend suggests that among oxygen and

nitrogen containing functional groups, nitrogen containing

groups like pyridine or pyrrole have predominant control over

emissive states upon excitation at 400 nm. The lower panel of

Fig. 2 displays the corresponding upward curving Stern–

Völmer plots (plot of I0/I versus concentration of the quencher)

for aqueous NCD solution with Ru3+, Cr6+, and Fe3+.

Consequently, we calculate the Stern–Völmer quenching con-

stant (KSV) and [Q]50 values from the linear region of the plot

(i.e., at a lower quencher concentration) (see Fig. S8 and Table

S2†). Note that a linear Stern–Völmer plot gives an intercept of

one on the y-axis and the slope is equal to KSV. The inverse of

KSV (i.e., KSV
−1) is the quencher concentration at I0/I = 2 or 50%

of fluorescence intensity gets quenched.23 Fluorescence

quenching studies on NCDs with selected metal cations give

KSV values of 3000 M−1 {Ru3+}, 2090 M−1 {Cr6+} and 280 M−1

{Fe3+}, consistent with amplified quenching (Tables S2 and

S3†).24,32 The corresponding [Q]50 values are 333.3 µM,

478.5 µM, and 3571.4 µM, respectively. These results suggest

that NCDs form transition metal ion-induced aggregates

during the quenching process in an aqueous medium.32,33

Out of curiosity, we monitored Stern–Völmer quenching

experiments using selected metal ions [i.e., Cr6+, Fe3+ and

Ru3+] with NCDs in DMSO solution under ambient oxygen con-

ditions. We observed that the hydrogen bonding ability and

viscosity of DMSO are extremely different from those of water

so that DMSO will provide a different environment for studies

on metal ion-induced quenching.13 Fig. 3 summarises the data

of fluorimetric titration of metal ions in DMSO medium. The

fluorescence intensity (λmax = 481 nm) of the NCD dispersion

(∼3 mg mL−1) in DMSO decreases in the sequence of Cr6+ >

Ru3+ > Fe3+. This trend is somewhat in the order of positive

charge density on the metal ions [i.e., Cr6+ > Fe3+ > Ru3+].33

The higher quenching effect of Ru3+ as compared to Fe3+ can

be substantiated by the higher affinity of Ru3+ towards

N-nucleophiles like pyridine than Fe3+ [hard and soft (Lewis)

acid and base concept]. The lower panel of Fig. 3 depicts the

corresponding exponential Stern–Völmer plots demonstrating

an amplified quenching phenomenon. The calculated KSV

Fig. 2 Fluorescence emission spectra of the NCD (6 mg mL−1) aqueous dispersion (pH 4) in the presence of different concentrations of: (a) Cr6+

[top to bottom: 0, 163.9, 322.6, 625.0, 769.2, 909.1, 1044.8, 1176.5, 1304.4, 1428.6, 1549.3, 1639.3 and 3225.8 µM], (b) Fe3+ [top to bottom: 0, 163.9,

322.6, 625.0, 769.2, 909.1, 1044.8, 1176.5, 1304.4, 1428.6, 1549.3, 1639.3 and 3225.8 µM] and (c) Ru3+ [top to bottom: 0, 163.9, 322.6, 625.0, 769.2,

909.1, 1044.8, 1176.5, 1304.4, 1428.6 and 1549.3 µM]. Stern–Völmer plots of NCD fluorescence quenched by metal ions in water: (d) Cr6+ {I0/I =

−4.18 + 2.03 exp(1.70[Cr6+]/1000)}, (e) Fe3+{I0/I = 0.52 + 0.39 exp(0.97[Fe3+]/1000)} and (f ) Ru3+ {I0/I = 0.54 + 0.65 exp(2.30[Ru3+]/1000)}.

Excitation: 400 nm.
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values are 10 000 M−1 {Cr6+}, 2410 M−1 {Ru3+} and 1480 M−1

{Fe3+}. The corresponding [Q]50 values are 100 µM, 414.9 µM,

and 675.7 µM, respectively (see Fig. S9 and Table S2†).

The fluorescence quenching in NCDs can be caused by

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), inner filter effect

(IFE), photoinduced electron transfer (PET), and changes in

absorption (spectral bleaching), aggregation and quenching

via a static or dynamic mechanism.23,34–36 Prior to further

studies, it is worth discussing the probability of each of these

alternatives.

Since the overlap between the absorption spectrum of the

selected metal ion quenchers and the emission spectrum of

NCDs is not so significant, the possibility of the FRET mecha-

nism can be side-lined (Fig. S10 and S11†).23 However, the

absorption spectrum of the major quencher ions overlaps with

the excitation spectrum of NCDs which suggests that IFE can

Scheme 1 Scheme illustrating fluorescence quenching of nitrogen doped carbon nanodots by transition metal ions in DMSO (top panel) and

aqueous solutions (bottom panel). The quenching effect of Ru3+ occurs through higher affinity of Ru3+ to nitrogen containing bases like pyridine.

Fe3+ and Cr6+ ions interact mostly with oxygen rich functional groups like carboxyl and phenolic groups.

Fig. 3 Fluorescence emission spectra of the NCD (3 mg mL−1) dispersion in DMSO in the presence of different concentrations of: (a) Cr6+ [top to

bottom: 0, 66.2, 131.6, 196.1, 259.7, 322.6, 384.6, 662.5 and 1315.8 µM], (b) Fe3+ [top to bottom: 0, 66.2, 131.6, 196.1, 259.7, 322.6, 384.6, 662.5 and

1315.8 µM] and (c) Ru3+ [top to bottom: 0, 33.1, 65.8, 98.0, 129.9, 161.3, 192.3, 231.1 and 657.9 µM]. Stern–Völmer plots of NCD (3 mg mL−1) fluor-

escence quenched by metal ions in DMSO: (d) Cr6+ {I0/I = −1.09 + 1.97 exp(3.70[Cr6+]/1000)}, (e) Fe3+ {I0/I = −2.03 + 3.16 exp(0.36[Fe3+]/1000)} and

(f ) Ru3+{I0/I = −0.03 + 0.84 exp(4.10[Ru3+]/1000)}. Excitation: 400 nm.
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play a role in quenching.30,34 Consequently, we tried to

compute the possible energy transfer rate (kET) between the

quenchers and NCDs by the equation:26 kET ¼
1

hτi
�

1

hτ0i

(Table S4†) (〈τ〉 and 〈τ0〉 are the average fluorescence lifetimes

of NCDs with and without metal ion quenchers). It is observed

that energy transfer has a very minor effect.

If oxidative PET occurs, an electron from the highest occu-

pied molecular orbital of a NCD gets transferred to the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital of metal ions. In this way, metal

ions with the highest positive reduction potential should be

the best quencher.36 Since the observed order of metal ion-

induced quenching does not obey the sequence of the stan-

dard reduction potential (Ru3+ = +0.68 V; Cr2O7
2− = +1.33 V

and Fe3+ = +0.77 V), fluorescence quenching is not solely

because of oxidative PET. According to previous reports, the

electron transfer reaction between a fluorescent single-walled

carbon nanotube and a redox quencher can be diagnosed

by monitoring changes in the absorption properties of

the carbon nanomaterial.35 As seen in Fig. 4, there is a signifi-

cant decrease in absorbance in the absorbance spectra

accompanied by Ru3+ induced quenching in aqueous solution

and Cr6+ induced quenching in the DMSO solution. The reac-

tion of NCDs with other metal ions in this study resulted in

changes in the absorption properties of NCDs but with

differing trends and effectiveness. To our surprise, the

addition of Fe3+ and Cr6+ causes a hyperchromic shift in the

absorbance spectra of NCDs in aqueous solution. This Fe3+

induced hyperchromic effect on the absorption band of NCDs

becomes much stronger in the DMSO solution. These changes

in the absorbance spectrum along with quenching suggest

that static quenching or ground state complex formation is the

major reason for the quenching process in the present case.30

Moreover, XPS of NCDs with Cr6+ show no Cr6+ peaks, but Cr3+

peaks are very clearly visible (Fig. S12†). XPS analysis reveals

that Cr3+ is connected to NCDs through Cr–carbonate, Cr–

carbide and Cr–nitride bonds. The elemental ratio is

C : N : O : Cr = 66.5 : 9.1 : 24.3 : 0.1 (Fig. S13†). These records

suspect that the electron transfer process competes with

ground-state complex formation (static quenching and aggre-

gation). Besides, the upward-curving nature of the exponential

Stern–Völmer plot proves this competitive nature such that the

system never attains maximum quenching even at higher

quencher concentrations.37

The significant interest of this work is to examine the

amplified quenching phenomenon in NCDs. The tested

quenchers are cations and they are expected to interact with

polar surface groups of NCDs via ion pairing, which is an

important aspect of the amplified quenching mechanism.24,37

Also, Ru3+, Cr6+ and Fe3+ can bind with multiple carboxylate,

hydroxyl or nitrogen-containing functional groups33 and thus,

can facilitate bridging between adjacent NCD entities. From

these large KSV values and nanosecond lifetime decay profiles

(Fig. S14†), it is evident that quenching occurs via a static

mechanism, involving ion-pair complexes between polar func-

tional groups of NCDs and cationic quenchers. The Stern–

Völmer quenching plots with substantial upward curvature

has been correlated to quencher induced NCD aggregation.37

The excitation profile of NCDs is extremely different from

their absorbance spectrum. Sequentially, fluorescent decay

traces of NCDs in aqueous and DMSO medium at different exci-

tation wavelengths are observed to be considerably different

(Fig. S14 and S15†). Quenching studies carried out using time-

resolved emission upon excitation corresponding to the absorp-

Fig. 4 (A) The absorbance spectra of the bare NCD suspension (brown line) and NCD suspension after addition of transition metal ions in water: (a)

Cr6+ (orange line), (b) Fe3+ (dark yellow line), (c) Ru3+ (black line), (d) Ag+ (grey line), and (e) Hg2+ (violet line). The concentration of all metal ions

except Ru3+ is 1639.3 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ is 819.65 µM. (B) The absorbance spectra of the bare NCD suspension (green line) and NCD

suspension after addition of transition metal ions in DMSO: (a) Cr6+ (orange line), (b) Fe3+ (dark yellow line), (c) Ru3+ (black line) and (d) Hg2+ (grey

line). The concentration of all metal ions except Ru3+ is 1639.3 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ is 819.65 µM.
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tion maximum reveal slight variations in fluorescence lifetime

data and null energy transfer during the quenching process

(Tables S4 and S5†). This result predicts that the species that

emit at each excitation wavelength possesses different optical

properties. However, the decay traces of NCDs are tri-exponen-

tial at all tested excitation wavelengths. Therefore, we assigned a

high energy weak excitation band to H-aggregates and a low

energy intense excitation band to JH-aggregates.12,21 The absor-

bance band at around 337 nm (in water) or 360 nm (in DMSO)

can be correlated to J-aggregates. Sequentially we carry out exci-

tation dependent quenching studies on NCDs.

It has been reported previously that both weak high energy

excitation bands and intense low energy excitation bands of

NCDs are accessible to quenchers.12 In this direction, we

examined the excitation spectrum of NCDs before and after

the addition of metal ion quenchers (Fig. 5 and 6). The spec-

tral evidence indicates that metal ion quenchers like Cr6+ and

Fe3+ have a much pronounced relative quenching (I0/I) effect

on weakly emissive high energy excitation bands than on

intense low energy bands. This excitation wavelength depen-

dency on quenching indicates the inhomogeneous nature of

NCD fluorescence which in turn points to the distribution of

different emissive species in the ensemble used for fluo-

rescence spectroscopy.38 A close look at fluorescence quench-

ing at different excitation wavelengths also reveals the presence

of different emissive species since the selected set of metal

ions follow different trends of fluorescence quenching at

different excitation wavelengths (Fig. S16,† Table 1). For

instance, Ru3+ is sensitive to N-bases like pyridine and exhibits

a significant quenching effect on the excitation of J-aggregates

(i.e., 340 nm). This suggests the involvement of N-bases in the

formation of J-like emissive aggregates of NCDs. Furthermore,

oxygen-sensitive Cr6+ or Fe3+ lead to pronounced quenching

upon excitation of H-aggregates (i.e., at 300 nm). This indicates

the major contribution of oxygen-containing functional groups

for the construction of H-like emissive aggregates of NCDs.

Thus, conventional theories correlating fluorescence emission

of CDs with the luminescent electronic transition of the

quantum sized graphitic core or surface defects is not appro-

priate to substantiate these results.

Fig. 5 The excitation spectra of the NCD dispersion in water before (λem = 491 nm) and after the addition of metal ion quenchers. The metal ions

are: (a) Cr6+ (λem = 522 nm), (b) Fe3+ (λem = 496 nm), (c) Ru3+ (λem = 494 nm), (d) Ag+ (λem = 488 nm) and (e) Hg2+ (λem = 495 nm). The concentration

of Cr6+, Fe3+, Ag+, and Hg2+ are ∼1600 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ is ∼160 µM.
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Importantly, amplified quenching is a very common feature

of conjugated polyelectrolyte-ionic quencher systems (see

Table S3†).24 So, there could be phenomenological similarities

between the luminescence emission mechanism in conjugated

polyelectrolyte and NCDs. Interestingly, many conjugated poly-

mers self-assembled in suitable solvents and exhibited both J-

or H-aggregate characters.31,39,40 Consequently, a transition

metal ion controlled amplified quenching phenomenon in

NCDs reveals the J-, H- and JH-aggregate structure of NCDs.

Thus, NCD synthesis can be visualised as the spontaneous

aggregation of fluorophores and carbonisation of these aggre-

gates so that these emissive aggregates allow exciton migration

over the entire particle leading to its characteristic emission by

electron–hole pair recombination.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, amplified fluorescence quenching of citric acid

derived NCDs with a series of multivalent transition metal

ions in two polar solvents of different polarities/viscosities/

hydrogen bonding strengths is investigated. This amplified

quenching phenomenon correlates the luminescence emission

mechanism in NCDs with that of certain conjugated polyelec-

trolytes. More specifically, the transition metal ion controlled

amplified quenching phenomenon in NCDs substantiates the

J-, H- and JH-emissive aggregate structure of a NCD. Also, NCD

synthesis can be visualised as the spontaneous aggregation of

fluorophores and carbonisation of these aggregates to carbo-

nised nanoparticles having sufficient surface-exposed fluoro-

pores. The as-constructed nanoparticles self-assembled in

polar solvents into typical J-, H- or JH-aggregates and allowed

exciton migration over the entire emissive aggregate leading to

its characteristic emission by electron–hole pair recombina-

tion. The amplified quenching process involves the initial ion

pairing of polar surface groups of NCDs with metal cations,

and then quencher induced aggregation and final critical

changes in the original self-assembly pattern of J-, H- or JH-

emissive aggregates of NCDs in polar solvents. This process

facilitates much larger non-emissive aggregate formation and

long distance diffusion of the photoexcited electrons within

these non-emissive aggregates of NCDs. Moreover, it is

observed that weakly emissive high energy excitation bands are

more susceptible to oxygen-sensitive metal ion quenchers than

highly intense low energy excitation bands. Similarly, different

Fig. 6 The excitation spectra of the NCD dispersion in DMSO before (λem = 481 nm) and after the addition of metal ion quenchers. The metal ions

are: (a) Cr6+ (λem = 480 nm), (b) Fe3+ (λem = 479 nm), (c) Ru3+ (λem = 494 nm) and (d) Hg2+ (λem = 495 nm). The concentration of Cr6+, Fe3+, and Hg2+

are ∼1600 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ is ∼160 µM.

Table 1 Fluorescence quenching of NCDs by metal ions [Cr6+, Fe3+

and Ru3+] in aqueous and DMSO solution at different excitation wave-

lengths (λex = 300, 340, 400 and 480 nm). The concentrations of Fe3+

and Cr6+ are ∼1600 µM. The concentration of Ru3+ is ∼160 µM

Sample Solvent

I0/I

λex =
300 nm

λex =
340 nm

λex =
400 nm

λex =
480 nm

NCD/Cr6+ Water 126.95 11.82 77.11 3.10
DMSO 113.56 40.25 139.24 1.63

NCD/Fe3+ Water 29.79 2.54 2.51 0.53
DMSO 683.34 25.96 5.51 2.39

NCD/Ru3+ Water 1.44 1.95 1.27 1.20
DMSO 1.25 1.01 1.06 1.08
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quenching sequences for the selected set of metal ions are

observed at different excitation wavelengths. Ru3+ is more sen-

sitive to N-bases like pyridine and exhibits a significant

quenching effect upon excitation of J-like emissive aggregates

(i.e., 340 nm). This suggests the involvement of N-bases in the

formation of J-like emissive aggregates of NCDs. Furthermore,

oxygen sensitive Cr6+ or Fe3+ leads to pronounced quenching

upon excitation of H-aggregates (i.e., at 300 nm). This indicates

the major contribution of oxygen-containing functional groups

towards the construction of H-like emissive aggregates of

NCDs. Besides, a competition between J-favouring interactions

and H-favouring interactions occurred inside the emissive

aggregates of NCDs upon changing the solvent polarity, con-

centration or storage time while being excited at 400 nm. This

predicts the existence of JH-aggregates of NCDs which are

stimulated upon excitation at 400 nm. These results cumulat-

ively indicate the existence of J-, H- and JH-like emissive aggre-

gates of NCDs with an extremely different chemical structure.
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